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A late-Georgian wall map of England and Wales in fine colourA late-Georgian wall map of England and Wales in fine colour

ARROWSMITH, Aaron.ARROWSMITH, Aaron.
Map of the Hills, Rivers, Canals and Principal Roads of England and Wales Upon a Scale of SixMap of the Hills, Rivers, Canals and Principal Roads of England and Wales Upon a Scale of Six
Miles to an Inch. Exhibiting Most of the Places Whose Situation has been ascertained by theMiles to an Inch. Exhibiting Most of the Places Whose Situation has been ascertained by the
Stations and Intersections of the Trigonometrical Survey.Stations and Intersections of the Trigonometrical Survey.

London, 1813-1820. Original colour. Four sheets, dissected and laid on linen in four sections asLondon, 1813-1820. Original colour. Four sheets, dissected and laid on linen in four sections as
issued, total if joined 1820mm x 14600mm, with marbled chemise.issued, total if joined 1820mm x 14600mm, with marbled chemise.

£900£900

A large and detailed map of England and Wales, with the counties delineated with fine originalA large and detailed map of England and Wales, with the counties delineated with fine original
hand colour. Aaron Arrowsmith (1750-1823) was at the forefrond of the new, more scientifichand colour. Aaron Arrowsmith (1750-1823) was at the forefrond of the new, more scientific
approach to mapping, reducing the ornament and concentrating on exactitude. However theapproach to mapping, reducing the ornament and concentrating on exactitude. However the
quality of the colour means this is very striking map. Originally published in 1813, this examplequality of the colour means this is very striking map. Originally published in 1813, this example
has been undated for re-issue in 1820, when Arrowsmith became 'Hydrographer to the King',has been undated for re-issue in 1820, when Arrowsmith became 'Hydrographer to the King',
when George IV became king instead of Prince Regent.when George IV became king instead of Prince Regent.
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